The Blue Mountains is a wealth of fascinating information and sights. Some of these include the magnificent crystal formations inside Jenolan Caves, one of which is called the Bride and Groom. It is called this, as it looks like a groom who is running up stairs to his bride (or is he running away?). There are also the amazing towers of sandstone, such as The Three Sisters, which exist inside the valleys. We were told an Aboriginal story about how these rock formations were made.

By Jay P

Katoomba wasn't nearly as cold as anyone was expecting and that was lovely, the Cabins were nicely heated and the beds were very comfortable.

Marc C
The Blue Mountains were awesome. We went to Scenic World and it was amazing. I loved going on the railway, it was fun!

The Piper Power Station was massive. We even got to go on the 10th floor!

Jenolan caves were also amazing. We had a look at crystals, water, and even a wombat skeleton. I think our excursion to the Blue Mountains was terrific. Everyone in stage 3 was well mannered and enthusiastic, and we all had a great time.

By Jessica S

The Blue Mountains was an amazing adventure for me, especially Jenolan Caves. The view was awesome! At Echo Point we got close up shots of the Three Sisters with all our friends. When we went to Scenic World, we went on an incredible roller coaster ride which is the steepest railway in the world. All in all it was an incredible journey and I hope to go back soon!

Isabella B

The Blue Mountains was a wonderful place to stay and there was lot's to see, but I thought the food was bad!

By Sam